ORDER

In the “RVUN Engineers’ Service Regulations, 2016” following amendments are hereby made:-

1. The existing regulation no.10 shall be substituted by the following new provision:-

“10. Reservation of Vacancies for Nigam’s employees:
7% vacancies of Junior Engineer and Informatics Assistant shall be reserved for Nigam’s employees in regular service and possessing the requisite qualification and experience prescribed in the Schedule-I. It shall be horizontal reservation.

In case sufficient number of in-service candidates of Nigam are not available, such unfilled vacancies shall be filled amongst candidates from open market.”

2. The existing provision appearing against Serial No.1 under Column No.5 of Schedule-I shall be substituted by the following new provision :-

“Must be working as Addl. Chief Engineer (E&M/Civil/ C&I/F&S/IT) with total 25 years’ experience in the service countable from the post of AEn.

Note: In the event of non-availability of Addl. Chief Engineer (E&M/Civil/ C&I/F&S/IT) suitable for promotion, Dy.Chief Engineer (E&M/Civil/C&I/ F&S/IT) with total 25 years’ experience in the service countable from the post of AEn may also be considered and in case of non-availability of suitable Addl.Chief Engineer (E&M/Civil/C&I/ F&S/IT) and Dy.Chief Engineer (E&M/Civil/C&I/F&S/IT) both, Superintending Engineer (E&M/Civil/C&I/F&S/IT) with three years experience may also be considered for promotion provided he has completed total 25 years of service, countable from the post of AEn.”

3. The existing provision appearing against Serial No.2 under Column No.5 of Schedule-I shall be substituted by the following new provision :-

“Must be working as Dy. Chief Engineer (E&M/Civil/C&I/ F&S/IT) with total 18 years’ experience in the service, countable from the post of AEn.

Note: : If required number of Dy. Chief Engineers (E&M/Civil/C&I/ F&S/IT) suitable for promotion are not available, then Superintending Engineers (E&M/Civil/C&I/F&S/IT) having three years’ experience may also be considered for promotion provided he has completed total 18 years of service countable from the post of AEn.”
4. The existing provision for the post of Assistant Engineer (IT) appearing against Serial No.9 under Column No.6 of Schedule-I shall be substituted by the following new provision:

"The candidate must hold full time two years’ Post Graduation Degree as a regular student with 60% marks (for SC/ST/PH candidate and Nigam’s In-service employee 40% marks) in Computer Applications/ Computer Science/ Information Technology/ Electronics & Communications Engineering or equivalent from a University/Institution established by Law in India and a qualification recognized equivalent to it;

OR

full time four years’ Graduation Degree in Engineering as a regular student with 60% marks (for SC/ST/PH candidate and Nigam’s In-service employee 40% marks) or AMIE with 50% marks in Computer Science/ Information Technology/ Electronics & Communications Engineering or equivalent from a University/Institution established by Law in India and recognized equivalent to full time Graduation Degree in Engineering by AICTE, New Delhi."

This is in supersession to order no. RVUN/P&A/F.Engg.SR/ D.44 dated 2.4.2018 (P&A-296), and these amendments shall be effective from the recruitment year 2018-19.

This is subject to ratification by the Coordination Committee and the Board of Directors.

By Order,

\[\text{Signature}\]
(Alok Sharma)
Jt. Director (Per. & Admn.)

Copy to the following for information and necessary action:-

1. Director (Technical/ Projects/ Finance), RVUN, Jaipur.
2. Chief/ Addl./ Dy. Chief Engineer ( ), RVUN,
3. CCOA/ CAO ( ), RVUN,
4. Jt. Director (Corporate Affairs) -cum- Company Secretary, RVUN, Jaipur.
5. Jt. Director Personnel (KTPS), RVUN, Kota.
6. Superintending Engineer ( ), RVUN,
7. DDP/ AS/ PO/ APO ( ), RVUN,
8. Sr. AO/ AO/ AAO ( ), RVUN,
9. Assistant Director (Public Relations), RVUN, Jaipur.
10. Addl. PS to CMD, RVUN, Jaipur.
11. AEn (Website Montg.), RVUN, Jaipur for uploading order.

\[\text{Signature}\]
(Mohd. Nasir)
Personnel Officer (Estt.-I)